
 

Hello, and welcome back to the Weekly Assignments Document, or WAD. Can you tell that one of us likes Shrek?  

We bet you did: after all, as Donkey likes to s… We interrupt this WAD with an important announcement: this is no 

ordinary WAD.  Were you aware of the impending deadline for project one?  Do you realize that you are 

standing at the finish line, gazing across the seas of destiny to the horizon of fate?  And standing by your side at 

this critical juncture, ready to do whatever it takes, is WAD5.  Let's do this.      

Last week of Project One!  

 

# Due on Type of Activity Details 

1 W, 2/27 Preparation MFA Trip Prep 

2 W, 2/27 Trip MFA Trip! 

3 R, 2/28 (no class) Office hours, 7-9pm Juliana and her kittens will be in EH116 ready to help you with 

your papers. 

4 Su, 3/3, midnight Paper due Paper due OMG! 

 



 

 

 
DUE DATE:  Ongoing 

This week, you will get a rare opportunity to (briefly) review the artwork produced by your civilization, in 

advance of your presentation at the MFA.  And let us not forget that the part one paper is due THIS SUNDAY.  

Wow.   

At this point, your laboratory experiments should be winding down (actually they should be finished), and you 

should be thinking about your final report in a very concrete manner. Your analyses should look coherent and 

(at least 92.57%) complete, and you should have some high quality figures and graphs that may be directly 

inserted into your paper. You all have a detailed paper outline, so this week is the time to fill in the outline with 

text… in other words, time to get writin’! As we mentioned last week, bringing it all together isn’t always easy, 

so ask lots of questions of your instructors, share your ideas with us, and request help if you hit a road block 

that seems too difficult to pass. We’re here to help!  

If you’re having difficulties with the writing process, this week is a great time to visit the writing tutors. One of 

our very own, Becca Getto, is a writing tutor. Another one of our own, Morgan Bassford, is rumored to have been 

a writing tutor. Writing tutor specifics are available on the writing tutor wiki, and all tutors are also available by 

appointment:  

http://gillianwiki.wikispaces.com/Olin+Writing+Tutors 
 

 

Paper progress: The End!

http://gillianwiki.wikispaces.com/Olin+Writing+Tutors


 

 

 

DUE DATE:  Sometime before Wednesday 2/27 

Hooray!  We're going to the MFA!  But before you do so, please complete the following tasks as an ancient 

civilization team. 

 Designate one member of your ancient civilization group to bring helpful reference material to the MFA on 

Wednesday to help you figure out what to say.  This might include one copy of "Handbook to life..." (if it is 

helpful, though it is unfortunately heavy), a laptop with helpful information, or ideally something smaller 

such as an iPad or smartphone with relevant materials loaded onto it. The goal is to have some historical 

information with you in the MFA as you prep your gallery talk, to help you add details to your presentation.1 

 Meet as a group to plan your MFA talk.  This should take about 20 minutes, give or take -- not much longer 

than that!  Briefly look over your old presentations, readings, or notes in search for information about your 

civilization's overall approach to art and to material culture.  You should also look at the www.mfa.org website, 

and specifically at the "collections" link.  What are some candidate items that you can discuss tomorrow?  

What are some interesting cultural points that you can connect to those items?  Write some notes on your 

findings. 

 Get yourselves in the right mood by drinking some vanilla coke and playing a song that reminds you of your 

civilization.  You can select low-hanging fruit of course ("We are the Mesopotamians", "I'm Turning Japanese”, 

etc.) or you can choose a subtler selection.  80s or not 80s, this is your choice.  Please share your final theme 

music choice with Juliana and Rob. 

 For your reading pleasure, the presentation assignment from the POPO is included next. 

  

                                                           
1
 The MFA has a "no handbag" policy -- you check coats and bags (for free) when you enter.  They won't mind if you bring in a book, and I 

assume a laptop is allowed too.  Please reward the teammate who carries their book/laptop/etc. into the MFA by designating them a "Peer of 

the Realm."  Or you can give them a poptart. 

https://webmail.olin.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=44c67cb571dc4e97be2d42c82238f14e&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.mfa.org


 

 

 

 

DUE DATE:  Wednesday, February 28, afternoon 

 

We will have a field trip to the Museum of Fine Arts to examine their Mesopotamian, Aztec, Egyptian, 

Renaissance Europe, and Japanese artifacts.  Visit the web site at www.mfa.org and learn what you can about 

their collections for your society.  Be prepared to guide the class through your section and answer some of the 

following questions (you choose which ones):  

 

 Which artistic media (sculpture, painting, etc.) had the most prominence? 

 Describe the artistic styles and criteria in your civilization. 

 Relate the use of art and these specific items to your civilization’s societal values, history, cultural 

paradigms, or economy (i.e., draw connections between MFA items and your readings thus far). 

 Comment on the material and technological aspects of these artistic items. 

On Wednesday, your great adventure is about to begin.  Please follow this plan: 

 

1. Eat a good breakfast.  How's the French toast looking today?  Sausages anyone?  Maybe some eggs? 

2. Go to your morning class or do whatever you normally do in the morning.  But smile as smugly as 

possible whenever anyone sees you.  If they ask why, hum a few bars from your theme song and walk 

away in a pompous manner.  Strut. 

3. Eat lunch... unless you want to eat lunch at the MFA!!!  Probably not.  OK, just eat lunch.  Toast your 

cookies with pride.2 

4. Plan to arrive at the MFA by 1:00 and BRING YOUR OLIN ID. 

5. If you drive, park in the garage and pay on the way out.  Save your receipt and we will reimburse you. 

6. When you arrive, enter via the LINDE FAMILY ENTRANCE on Museum Road (across from the parking 

garage).  Show your Olin ID at the entrance desk and explain that you are here for a class activity through 

Olin College.  They will give you a special ticket.  Cherish it.  Smile at the attendants and bow with style. 

7. Check your coat/bag if you wish, grab a map, sip some water, use the restroom, chat with the coolest 

looking person in the vicinity, head to your ancient civilization's room, and look around.  When other 

members of your group arrive, finish planning your gallery talk.   

o every member of your team needs to participate at least a little this time 

o four groups have up to 15 minutes for this talk; the Renaissance team has 20 minutes.  No more! 

o Brief (5 minutes) q/a after the talk 

o you need to focus and prioritize -- there's way too much to cover so be selective 

 

8. At 1:55 PM, stop your preparations and walk to the Japan room (in the "Art of Asia" section 

on floor one).  Use your map (obtained in step 7 above) to get there promptly. 

 8a. Japan group: as hosts, you should help to direct us all to the starting point of your talk.  We 

won't know which part of the Japan exhibit matters most to you, so joyously greet and herd us. 

 

9. Schedule: 

o Japan = 2:05-2:25 PM (mostly on floor one I believe, but the map lists floor two as well) 

o Egypt = 2:35-2:55 PM (oh my, you have rooms upon rooms of options on two floors!  you need to 

focus… narrow the possibilities somehow) 

o Mesopotamia = 3:00-3:20 PM (you guys have one amazing room on floor one, but check the 

hallway too) 

                                                           
2
 Do not allow your cookie to slide into the innards of the toasting mechanism.  It will burn. 



 

 

o Renaissance Europe = 3:30-3:55 PM (tapestries on floor two, other wonders on floors one and 

two) 

o Aztecs = 4:05-4:25 PM (check out the awesomeness of the Art of the Americas section, and if there 

are no explicitly Aztec items you can pick similar items from other nearby civs) 

o Paul Revere = Oh yes.  Oh yes indeed. Can you say… project two? 

  

REMINDER: we represent Olin, so we need to behave.  The main issue in the past has been crowding, so try to let 

other visitors and heavily armed guards pass by without jostling.  Presenters can talk loudly but everyone else 

needs to keep their voices down.  Refrain from climbing or sitting on 4,000 year old statues, and if anyone asks 

you about the etching "Larissa Was Here" on a priceless katana dating to the Muromachi period, do your best to 

feign ignorance.  We're still hoping that will blow over soon. 

  

10. When all talks finish we will saunter over to the American wing for Rob's brief Revere talk.  And then 

you are free to enjoy the museum, dine, explore Boston… or head back to Olin for a long night of 

thankless toil. 

   

 

 

We have no class on Thursday. Juliana, however, will be hanging out in EH116 on Thursday from 7-9pm ready to 

help. Please come visit her. There is a rumor that kittens will be there too. Rob is in a meeting until 3:30 but can 

make himself available all afternoon after that point if you ask him in a 15th century manner.  If you want to meet 

with Rob, send him an email and propose a time (but not before 3:30). 

  



 

 

4.   

Length:  10-12 pages of text, plus graphs and images for a firm upper limit of 15 pages. And yes, we know 

that it is much more difficult to write a succinct, compelling paper than a long one.  But you can 

do it! 

Due:   Sunday, March 3 at 11:59 PM 

Collaboration:  You will write this paper collaboratively with your team. 

Format:  Send your paper as an attachment to Juliana@olin.edu and Robert.Martello@olin.edu 

   MS Word Document, filename: TeamName_Paper (eg: ZizzleTwizzle_Paper.docx) 

   Subject: TeamName_Paper (eg: ZizzleTwizzle_Paper) 

   See more formatting guidelines below. 

You must write a paper that meets the goals described in the preceding description.  This can be organized in 

different ways, but the paper must include the following elements: 

 

I. Clear introduction that sets background and explains the paper’s thesis (goals).  Give a description of 

your project artifact and an overview of the cultural and material questions you will investigate.  Similarly, 

explain the ancient society and that society’s counterpart to your item, and briefly state or allude to the 

historical questions you will explore via a three story thesis. 

II. Materials science analysis of your artifact.  Some questions you should address in your report are: 

o How do your materials behave?  How should they behave (use literature values to support your 

experimental data)? 

o What does the materials science theory say about the properties in your material?  Can you use theory to 

explain why your materials behave the way they do? 

o How can you connect the various properties to each other, e.g., is strength explained by atomic bonding?  

How can you support your conclusions? 

o Why were these particular materials selected for the design, i.e., what were the design factors or 

materials selection criteria that led the designers to the choice of a particular material? 

o After addressing these questions in detail for your modern artifact, try to answer them for your ancient 

counterpart as well (using published data and your own estimations rather than experimentation) 

III. Brief contemporary cultural analysis of your artifact (see item four on the description of the proposal).  

Describe how the item is used in today’s society, who uses it, and what impacts it has.  Use evidence and 

sources.  This should relate to your paper's thesis. 

IV. Ancient counterpart context and narrative.  Begin by defining the ancient counterpart and the society in 

which it exists (see item five on the description of the proposal): who invented it, how was it made, where 

and when was it developed and used, what were its initial goals, how was it adapted over time?  Speculate 

on its likely material properties (all supported with evidence of course). 

V. Ancient counterpart analysis.  Add some well-supported analysis of the following questions: what 

historical, social, environmental, or other impacts did it have?  How was the item “socially constructed,” 

i.e., in what ways did it reflect the values or goals of the civilization?  This should relate to your paper’s 

thesis.   

VI. Comparison and contrast of modern and ancient artifacts.  How do the artifact’s physical properties 

explain its social, environmental, and other impacts in both modern and ancient times?  What can you 

conclude from the similarities and differences between ancient and modern properties, uses, goals, impacts, 

and/or social construction?  This should also relate to your thesis: what do you conclude from all your 

research and analysis? 

 

You cannot address all of the properties of your artifact or all of the nuances of a cultural study in this paper, so 

do your best to focus on one or two big questions and organize your paper around a structured analysis that 

combines evidence with solid logical reasoning.  Use available evidence as best you can, and identify areas where 



 

 

evidence is lacking.  You are allowed to speculate as long as you clearly identify all speculation, explain why you 

could not find evidence, and justify your speculation with other kinds of support. 

This paper will be assessed according to the following criteria: 

 

A. Communication and Organization (both written and graphical communication are relevant here): 

clarity, mechanics, professionalism, organization. 

B. Qualitative Analysis (both technical and historical): logic, validity of objectives, significance and 

plausibility of conclusions, quantitative analysis, diagnosis, experimental inquiry. 

C. Contextual Understanding and Interpretation of Evidence (both technical and historical): use of 

evidence and support, proper framing of the issue and relation to all relevant themes or topics. 

 
Written report guidelines: 

Submit your deliverables as Microsoft Word documents (NOT AS PDF FILES!) using the following format and 

guidelines:  

 

 Use 12 point Times, Arial, Verdana, Calibri, Palatino Linotype, Century Schoolbook, or another easily 

readable font 

 Use 1.5 line spacing 

 Place page numbers on center bottom of each page 

 Include a title and names of authors on the first page 

 Use scientific citations.  Include the author’s last name and a page number after each reference (Martello, 

3) and at the end of the document include a detailed bibliography that includes each source’s full 

publication information (full name of all authors, date and city of publication, press, full web addresses 

and access dates for websites, etc.). 

 Tables, graphs, and figures:  

o If you can do a good job on the layout, include tables and figures within the report.  If not, place them 

at the end of the report. 

o CAPTIONS. Each table or figure must have a descriptive caption so that it can be read and 

understood without referring to the text. Tables and figures must be numbered sequentially—

traditionally, tables are numbered using Roman numerals, and figures are numbered using Arabic 

numerals, but Arabic numerals for both is acceptable.  If you use captions, you don’t need figure 

titles.  Cool, huh? 

o All photos and micrographs should include a magnification or a length marker.  

o Explicitly refer to all graphs, figures, and tables in the text, e.g., “…the stress-strain responses of the 

four polymers are shown in Figure 2...").  Note capitalization of "Figure.” 

o Typically, identical information should not be included in both a table and a figure. 

o Graphs must be properly scaled to allow for easy examination of the data; axes must be labeled with 

a title and units; trend lines should be included only where appropriate. 

 


